
"Broken" Soliloquies of a Sinner Saved By
Grace By SJ Wallace: A Profound and Honest
Exploration of Life's Struggles

DALLAS, TEXAS, UNITED STATES, July 18,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Author

Derrick Hall, writing under the pen

name SJ Wallace, has released his

debut book, "Broken"… Soliloquies of a

Sinner Saved By Grace. This compelling

collection of poems delves deep into

the author's perspectives and

struggles, offering readers a thought-

provoking journey through life's

challenges.

In "Broken," SJ Wallace shares his

candid journey of self-discovery and

growth through the power of writing.

The author's commitment to honesty

and truth is evident as he explores

difficult topics that shape our

worldview and define our lives.

Through his heartfelt and sincere

verses, Wallace invites readers to

confront their own fears, laziness,

hurts, and anger, encouraging them to

seek truth and personal

transformation.

The decision to publish "Broken" was a

natural progression for SJ Wallace, who

initially began writing as a means of

personal introspection. Over time,

Wallace found that his poems resonated deeply with those who had the opportunity to read

them, inspiring tangible changes in their lives. Motivated by this impact, and armed with a

http://www.einpresswire.com


substantial body of work, he made the decision to share

his heartfelt words with a wider audience. SJ Wallace's

writing style is characterized by its raw honesty and

reliability. 

He acknowledges the universal struggle that exists within

each of us, irrespective of our individual circumstances.

Whether it be battling personal demons or navigating a

challenging world, Wallace reminds us that we are all

connected through our shared human experiences.

Beyond his writing, SJ Wallace is a man who cherishes his

family and holds his faith close to his heart. He finds

solace in spending time with his loved ones, gathering

around the dining table that has witnessed countless

meals, laughter, tears, arguments, forgiveness, and love.

This deep-rooted connection to his family serves as a

constant reminder of the importance of love,

forgiveness, and the pursuit of truth.

"Broken" Soliloquies of a Sinner Saved By Grace is a

testament to the power of introspection, self-discovery, and the written word. SJ Wallace's

vulnerable and thought-provoking poems provide a unique lens through which readers can

explore their own personal journeys. Engaging, relatable, and impactful, this collection promises

to leave a lasting impression on all who dare to delve into its pages.

For more information or to purchase "Broken"… Soliloquies of a Sinner Saved By Grace, please

visit  dchall2500@gmail.com or Amazon.com.

About SJ Wallace.

S.J. Wallace, a writer born in 1964 in a small and idyllic town in the Piney Woods of East Texas,

had the privilege of growing up behind what locals called the “Pine Curtain”. This exposed him to

a captivating fusion of cowboys and country music, intertwined with the savory flavor of mustard

greens and the soulful sounds of Motown. While navigating the extremes of this cultural tapestry

posed consistent challenges, it also opened his eyes to perspectives he may never have

encountered otherwise. Unbeknownst to him at the time, these experiences laid the foundation

of perseverance that would become one of the defining characteristics of his life. Married for

thirty-two years and blessed with two children, S.J. embarked on a journey of discovery that took

him far beyond the boundaries of his rural upbringing. From the serene landscapes of Europe to

the vibrant cities of Canada, the UAE, and South America. Whether sharing an authentic sticky

toffee pudding in a quaint English restaurant in Surrey or dune bugging in the desert sands of

Dubai, S.J. takes advantage of the opportunity to immerse himself in diverse cultures and

connect with their people. The contrasting backgrounds of his childhood, so intricately woven

together undoubtedly influenced his desire and necessity to come to terms with the ideas and



traditions of others.

“Broken” marks S.J.’s inaugural venture into the realm of writing, born out of a profound need to

understand himself and the complexities of our world. Through the medium of poetry and

prose, he invites readers to share in his unique perspective and explore the thought-provoking

and significant topics that have deeply resonated with him. Join S.J. on this captivating journey of

self-discovery and revelation.

Ernelita, also known as Ernie, is an Independent Certified Coach, Facilitator, Trainer, and Speaker

with the Maxwell Leadership Certified Team. With over a decade of experience in the healthcare

industry, she is dedicated to motivating, teaching, and empowering young leaders to realize their

full potential. Ernie's passion for personal growth stems from her own transformative journey

from a "shy introvert" who stuttered when speaking in front of others to a "confident introvert"

who now facilitates masterminds and workshops and speaks to audiences. She overcame a

victim mentality and the pressures of perfectionism, evolving into a gentle, self-loving, action-

taker. Committed to confidence mentorship, Ernie aims to broaden her ability to help others by

creating a safe environment for personal development. Her leadership skills were further honed

through the Maxwell Leadership Certified Team program, and she thrives on adding value to

people by demonstrating that continuous growth is achievable with dedication and effort.

Steve, an Executive Director of The John Maxwell Team, is certified to facilitate, speak, train, and

coach individuals and groups in leadership development, professional skills, and personal

growth. Trained by John Maxwell and his world-class faculty, Steve is equipped with exclusive

tools and resources to help improve productivity, performance, and profitability. With a rich

background that includes 25 years of leadership in non-profit organizations and over 23 years in

corporate leadership, Steve offers a deep well of expertise. He holds a Double Major in Music

Performing Arts and Biblical Theology from Baptist Bible College, an EXMBA from Colorado Tech

University, and certifications in Executive Management and Business Administration. 

A native Texan residing in Fort Worth since 1980, Steve is a seasoned facilitator on subjects like

Leadership Development, Personal Growth, and Individual and Group Coaching. His mission is to

motivate, inspire, and add value to leaders, helping them reach their fullest potential and thrive

in both leadership and life. 

For more information visit https://www.voiceamerica.com/show/4160/the-leaders-edge and

johncmaxwellgroup.com/stevesteele/
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